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Why we need Data Scientists?

Analyzing what has happened…

… to control what will happen
Competitive Advantage

- Sense & Respond
  - Business Visibility
  - Cleaned Data
  - Standard Reports
  - Ad Hoc Reports & Analysis
  - Performance Analytics
  - Dashboards
  - What happened?

- Predict & Act
  - Business Insight
  - Optimization
  - Predictive Modeling
  - Statistical Analysis / Data Mining
  - What will happen?
  - What is the best that could happen?
  - Why did it happen?

... to move up the Analytics Maturity Curve

Data ➔ Information ➔ Knowledge ➔ Intelligence
... to enable Insight 360
What would a data scientist do?

...enable data driven decisions and actions
How would it help the business?

Descriptive
Data Analysis
Basic Metrics and KPIs
Reports and Dashboards
What-if analysis

Diagnostic

Predictive
Simple Mathematics
Prescriptive Models

Prescriptive
Monitor Business Operations
Designing Business Strategies

Data Science
Problem Solving
Complex Algorithms
Finding a needle in hay
Data Science Skills: IT vs Statistics vs Business

Source: Gartner
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